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This study explores students’ experience using online learning during the COVID 19 in 
Indonesia. The study employed qualitative data from an online questionnaire and interview 
through WhatsApp voice call. The experience of the five students during their learning 
online was examined, analyzed, and described. The findings showed that the five students 
revealed cognitive and affective responses. There were general themes presented in their 
responses, including (a) Prefer to study in a real classroom, (b) Creative teachers provide 
many learning strategies and are consistent, (c) Feeling bored and tired while studying 
online, (d) Family and technological support. 
 

 
INTRODUCTION  

The world has been hit by a health crisis that is coronavirus or COVID-19, including in Indonesia since 
2020. All aspects of life have changed, and everyday life has also become abnormal. Ordinary life does not become 
routine, especially in education. In his circular letter, the Minister of Education and Culture of Indonesia (2020) 

stated that the learning process is currently being carried out at home. Online learning was a result of anticipating 

the spread of the COVID-19 virus. The home learning process aims to provide a meaningful learning experience 
for students without burdening them with all the curriculum demands [1].  

It is the first time for Indonesian students to learn from home online. The researchers are very interested 
in studying how the experience gained by students in senior high school during their learning from home, during 
the pandemic about students’ experience in using the online learning platform, and during the COVID-19 
lockdown in Indonesia. 
 The research about the personal and student experience in online learning addressed the amount of 
information, such as discussion forums, student interactions with others, and other learning support (Gilbert et 
al., 2007) [2]. The constraints of written communication and lack of human interaction caused difficulties in 
adjusting and coping with the online learning environment (Symeonides, & Childs, 2015) [3]. However, research 
on students’ experiences during the coronavirus pandemic is still very little research, especially in Indonesia. So, 
the authors of this study felt it very necessary to know how their learning experience at this time.  
 
Purpose of the study  
This study aimed to know the experience of natural science senior high school students in using online learning 
platforms during the COVID-19 lockdown in Indonesia.  
The research questions guided the study:  
1. What is the experience of natural science senior high school students in using an online learning platform 

during the COVID-19 lockdown in Indonesia?  

 
METHODS  

This study was qualitative research that aimed to know how the student learning experience during the 
coronavirus pandemic in Indonesia. Data collection was from open questionnaires and interviews. The interview 
used was semi-structured. The interview began by asking the respondent’s identity and asking about the 
respondent’s health condition until the respondent felt comfortable, then asked questions planned. The researcher 
asked some supporting questions to collect more essential things from the respondent’s responses. All questions 
in the interview and open questionnaires were relating to students’ experiences, obstacles, and difficulties during 
online learning because of a pandemic. All the interviews were recorded, carefully transcribed, and subsequently 
checked for accuracy against the original recordings. The researchers reviewed the responses for (a) Prefer to study 
in a real classroom, (b) Creative teachers provide many learning strategies and are consistent, (c) Feeling bored and 
tired while studying online, (d) Family and technological support. The researchers analyzed student responses in 
online learning experiences. Students prefer to study in a real classroom and have creative teachers who provide 
many learning strategies and are consistent in online learning. Also, students feel bored and tired while studying 
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online; and family and technology supports are essential. The initial themes were refined by overlapping ones, 
capturing the main thrust of each theme’s meaning, and re-examining them through member checking (Guba & 
Lincoln, 1994) [4].   

 
Participants 

The students who filled in the open questionnaires online were 149 senior high school students, including 
60% female and 40% male. All the students used an online learning platform and came from different schools, 
classes, and majors during the academic calendar 2019-2020 years. The data are shown in Table 1 below.  

 
Table 1.  Descriptive data of the 149 students 
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Purposive homogenous sampling to obtain a closely defined group from whom the experiential research 

question is significant. After looking at the diverse and incomplete answers to the open questionnaire, it wasn’t 
easy to analyze the rough responses. Then researchers narrowed it down to a high school and selected 2 females 
and 3 male students aged between 16 and 17 years to collect personal information to dig more into the student 
responses. These interviewees gave honest answers and were from the same grade, class, and public senior high 
school in Indonesia. The teacher gave the researchers admission to interview the students. Then the participants 
were interviewed using WhatsApp application voice call to follow up the answers. Each interview needed 
approximately 30 to 45 minutes to complete. Participants were named using the first letter of their names. The 
participants’ background for the interview was as in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Participants background for the interview 

Number Name Sex 
Age 

(Years) 
School Department Class 

Rank in 
the Class 

1 MFF Male 16 Public Senior High School Natural Science 11 6 
2 DC Male 17 Public Senior High School Natural Science 11 18 
3 FA Male 16 Public Senior High School Natural Science 11 8 
4 RKB Female 17 Public Senior High School Natural Science 11 1 
5 DPT Female  16 Public Senior High School Natural Science 11 2 

 
This study used two sources to collect data, including open questionnaires and interviews. The interview 

consisted of questions:  
1. Do you like studying in class? Why? 

2. Do you like studying from home? Why? 

3. What social media/apps did your teacher use while you were studying from home? 

4. The learning media used by your (compulsory) math teacher while you are studying from home? 

5. What obstacles did you face while studying from home? 

6. What lessons did you like studying from home? Why? 

7. What do you think is the most creative subject teacher during online learning? Why did you choose that 

teacher? 

8. Did you get good math scores while studying at home? Can you write down how much you scored? 

9. How many compulsory math assignments did your teacher give you while studying from home? 

10. In your opinion, what are the drawbacks of learning from home? 

11. In your opinion, what are the advantages of studying from home? 

12. What do you think is needed while studying from home? give your explanation 

13. What do you think is the difference between teaching compulsory math teachers in the first class and teaching 

online (home)? 

14. What do you suggest (for students, teachers, parents, and school authorities) to make learning from home 

better in the future? 

15. Imagine if you were a minister of education, principal, or teacher in your country; what would you do to keep 

your students learning from home during this lockdown? 

16. Write down words/sentences that represent how you feel while studying from home? 
 

Table 3. Questions to interview 

Number Questions 

1 Do you like studying in class? Why? 

2 Do you like studying from home? Why? 

3 What social media/apps did your teacher use while you were studying from home? 

4 The learning media used by your (compulsory) math teacher while you are studying from home? 

5 What obstacles did you face while studying from home? 

6 What lessons did you like studying from home? Why? 

7 What do you think is the most creative subject teacher during online learning? Why did you choose that teacher? 

8 Did you get good math scores while studying at home? Can you write down how much you scored? 

9 How many compulsory math assignments did your teacher give you while studying from home? 

10 In your opinion, what are the drawbacks of learning from home? 

11 17. In your opinion, what are the advantages of studying from home? 
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12 What do you think is needed while studying from home? give your explanation 

13 What do you think is the difference between teaching compulsory math teachers in the first class and 

teaching online (home)? 

14 What do you suggest (for students, teachers, parents, and school authorities) to make learning from 

home better in the future? 

15 Imagine if you were a minister of education, principal, or teacher in your country; what would you do 

to keep your students learning from home during this lockdown? 

16 Write down words/sentences that represent how you feel while studying from home? 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

Based on research conducted open questionnaires and checked the student responses, the researcher 
needed to investigate and dig more students’ experiences and collect more data about studying online from home 
by interviewing the students. Researchers extended, rearranged, and redesigned the questions again from 14 
questions to 16 questions. The researchers used semi-structured interview questions and decided the order of 
question number by following up the answers from the open questionnaires; then did interviews to see the 
students’ honest responses and conditions. The obtained results were shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 4. Theme and sub-themes related to answers to interview questions 

Num Theme Sub-theme Questions 

1 

Prefer to study in a real 
classroom 

Need interaction with their 
classmates and teacher 

Do you like studying in class? Why? 

2 
Learning resources 
 

Do you like studying from home? Why? 

3 
What social media/apps did your teacher use 
while you were studying from home? 

10 
Barrier in online learning In your opinion, what are the drawbacks of 

learning from home? 

11 
Benefit from learning from 
home (online) 

In your opinion, what are the advantages of 
studying from home? 

12 
Barrier when studying from 
home 

What do you think is needed while studying 
from home? give your explanation 

4 

Creative teachers provide 
many learning strategies 

and are consistent  

Teacher used learning 
strategies by using video and 
journal 

The learning media used by your (compulsory) 
math teacher while you are studying from 
home? 

13 
What do you think is the difference between 
teaching compulsory math teachers in the first 
class and teaching online (home)? 

6 
 

Prefer lessons outside their 
majors 

What lessons did you like studying from 
home? Why? 

7 
 

Activities given by the 
teacher 

What do you think is the most creative subject 
teacher during online learning? Why did you 
choose that teacher? 

8 
Feeling about their scores Did you get good math scores while studying 

at home? Can you write down how much you 
scored? 

9 
Consistent teacher in 
learning assignment 

How many compulsory math assignments did 
your teacher give you while studying from 
home? 

15 
Feeling bored and 
tired while studying 
online 

 

Hopes and felling 

Imagine if you were a minister of education, 
principal, or teacher in your country; what 
would you do to keep your students learning 
from home during this lockdown? 

16 
Write down words/sentences that represent 
how you feel while studying from home? 
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14 
Family and technological 

support 

Family What do you suggest (for students, teachers, 
parents, and school authorities) to make 
learning from home better in the future? 

5 
Internet What obstacles did you face while studying 

from home? 

 
Table 4. Theme and sub-themes related to answers to interview questions 

Theme Sub-theme Item Questions 

Prefer to study in a real 
classroom 

Need interaction with 
their classmates and 
teacher 

1 Do you like studying in class? Why? 

Learning resources 
2 Do you like studying from home? Why? 

3 What social media/apps did your teacher use while you 
were studying from home? 

Barrier in online 
learning 

10 In your opinion, what are the drawbacks of learning from 
home? 

Benefit from learning 
from home (online) 

11 In your opinion, what are the advantages of studying from 
home? 

Barrier when studying 
from home 

12 What do you think is needed while studying from home? 
give your explanation 

Creative teachers 
provide many learning 

strategies and are 
consistent 

Teacher used learning 
strategies by using 
video and journal 

 

4 The learning media used by your (compulsory) math 
teacher while you are studying from home? 

13 What do you think is the difference between teaching 
compulsory math teachers in the first class and teaching 
online (home)? 

Prefer lessons outside 
their majors 

6 What lessons did you like studying from home? Why? 

Activities given by the 
teacher 

7 What do you think is the most creative subject teacher 
during online learning? Why did you choose that teacher? 

Feeling about their 
scores 

8 Did you get good math scores while studying at home? 
Can you write down how much you scored? 

Consistent teacher in 
learning assignment 

9 How many compulsory math assignments did your teacher 
give you while studying from home? 

Feeling bored and 
tired while 

studying online 
Hopes and felling 

15 Imagine if you were a minister of education, principal, or 
teacher in your country; what would you do to keep your 
students learning 

16 Write down words/sentences that represent how you feel 
while studying from home? 

Family and 
technological support 

Family 
14 What do you suggest (for students, teachers, parents, and 

school authorities) to make learning from home better in 
the future? 

Internet 5 What obstacles did you face while studying from home? 

 
(a) Theme 1. Prefer to study in a real classroom 

From the interview, the students gave some experiences while they were studying online in their home about 
“need interaction with their classmates and teacher, learning resources, barrier in online learning, benefit from 
learning from home (online), and barrier when studying from home” were found in their experiences. In short, all 
students reported their experiences that they need interaction between themselves, teacher, and friends if they have 
some barriers while studying from home online to ask their teacher about the solutions right away. They also used 
the same typical applications that can help them as learning resources. But they thought that there is also benefit 
study from home.  

 
“Mostly, the participants want to study in the real classroom. Some of the students gave comments, namely: 
I like studying in class because interaction with friends and teachers makes me eager to learn and socialize” 

(MFF). 
 

    “Yes, I like a study in the class because I can exchange opinions with friends and teachers, and I’m also better 

at learning when the teacher explains in class because if I don’t know, I can ask right away” (RKB) 
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“Yes, I like to study, because I prefer to learn face to face, and if studying in the classroom the teacher explains 

more than giving questions, and one more teacher will not be able to corrupt with time” (DPT) 
 
Meanwhile, the other male student, FA, had a different comment about it, he stated that: 

“I would rather study in class than from home if there is no pandemic like this, but seeing conditions like 
this, I prefer to study at home…Although most students now prefer to study at home maybe because when they 
play, they are more satisfied like playing games, why did I choose to study in class because I was the type of person 
who didn’t like to play games” (FA) 
 

MFF felt that students needed interaction with his teacher and classmates to learn and also learn to socialize; RKB 
expected that students could exchange opinions with friends and teachers and students better at learning when the teacher 
explains in class because a student can ask something right away, DPT thought that studied in the classroom the teacher 
explains more than giving questions, and one more teacher will not be able to corruption with time. 

It appeared that most students enjoy learning in class, and they want to interact with teachers and 
classmates. Students would expect to directly ask their teachers if they encounter obstacles or learning difficulties 
in the classroom. And they will understand better when there is a teacher by their side. On the other hand, a student 
stated that he would prefer to study in class rather than from home if there is no pandemic like this, but he prefers 
to study at home because of the current condition. 

 
(b) Theme 2. Creative teachers provide many learning strategies and are consistent 

Almost all students asked who the creative teacher was while studying at home and answered that their 
biology teacher was creative. Teachers in their opinions about “teacher used learning strategies by using video and 
journal, prefer outside their majors, activities given by the teacher, feeling about their scores, consistent teacher in 
learning assessment. Some of the student quotations were: 

“The creative teacher is the Biology teacher because the teacher gives a lot of material in the form of 
videos and articles, so we understand it more quickly. The teacher also assigns us to make a video explaining the 
material we learned” (MFF) 

 
“The biology teacher is creative because even though we don’t directly meet when studying, our biology 

teacher makes our learning boring. Our learning is like playing games, for example: making crossword puzzles 
about the reproductive system and crossword puzzles that we exchange with other friends, so we answer we have 
our friend” (RKB) 

 
“I think Biology teacher. Because learning is more like adventure and what I like when doing 

crosswords” (DC) 
 
“The most creative teacher during online learning is the biology teacher, and he is my homeroom 

teacher. Why did I choose that mother? Because of all the teachers, I saw that the mother was one of the most 
creative teachers giving material to their students. For example, the mother often gave material through video. In 
the video, we analyzed or explained it back in the text. The teacher tried to make how her students did not get 
bored while studying at home, and in my opinion watching the video, I was not bored or bored when I was at 
home” (FA) 

 
 

However, a student explained the other comment: 
“The creative teacher is the mandatory mathematics teacher because the teacher is consistent with time, 

both studying in school and at home” (DPT) 
 

As described by MFF that biology teacher gives a lot of material in the form of videos and articles so that the students 
can understand it more easily, RKB mentioned that biology teacher makes their learning not bored and like playing games, 
DC thought that learning is more like an adventure in Biology. FA added that the biology teacher gave material through video 
in the video to analyze or explain it back in the text, and the teacher tried to make how her students did not get bored.  

It can be seen that students like biology teachers because the teacher provides them with what they need 
while studying at home, be it learning materials, games that can make students feel bored and provide their 
challenges for students who like challenges. Then the students asked about what lessons did you like studying from home 
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and the reason also. While the other students still want classes that are in accordance with their major (Natural Science), they 
said: 

“I like Math (mandatory) because the teacher gives material, new examples of questions, unlike some 
teachers who give questions directly without giving material” (DPT) 

 
“I am one of those people who don’t like or don’t focus too much on one lesson. Why? Because I want 

to understand every material given by my teacher, including every material and every lesson. But because I am the 
type who likes to write, I prefer subjects that I write a lot, such as biology, Indonesian, compulsory mathematics” 
(FA) 
 

Even though these public senior high school students have science majors, they prefer subjects outside 
their majors.  Then they were asked what lesson they liked the most while studying at home. MFF argues that 
because he can find English learning resources, RKB also chooses lessons outside his major, Bahasa (Indonesian), 
because he likes stories and dramas. DC also chose crafts as his favorite lesson while studying at home; he loved 
art, whatever it is. Why some students like lessons outside of their major? The reasons are for those who have an 
interest in other subjects 
 
(c) Theme 3. Feeling bored and tired while studying online. 

Next, the student asked to reveal or give sentences representing how you feel while studying from home. 
Some of their quotations were: 

 
I am very tired of studying online (RKB) 
 
While I was learning from home, I felt bored, bored, always imagining that this pandemic would be over quickly so that we 

students could learn face to face (DPT) 

Hopefully, the covid-19 pandemic is over, and we can move on as usual. Even though studying at home is fun at school, we 
can be more fun (DC) 

 
I want to thank the teachers for patiently teaching subject matter from home. I like learning from home because I can think 

more creatively (MFF) 
 
The other student said: 
Hopefully, the Covid-19 pandemic is over, and we can move on as usual. Even though studying at home is fun at school, 

we can be more fun (DC) 
 

“I am very tired of studying online”(RKB) 

 

“While I was learning from home, I felt bored, bored, always imagining that this pandemic would be over 

quickly so that we students could learn face to face”(DPT) 

“Hopefully, the covid-19 pandemic is over, and we can move on as usual. Even though studying at home 

is fun at school, we can be more fun”(DC) 

 

“I want to thank the teachers for patiently teaching subject matter from home. I like learning from home 

because I can think more creatively”(MFF) 

 
The other student said: 

“Hopefully, the Covid-19 pandemic is over, and we can move on as usual. Even though studying at 

home is fun at school, we can be more fun”(DC) 

 
Some participants thought that they were bored studying online. Last, they asked about an idea if they 

were ministers of education, principal, or teacher in their country to keep your students learning from home during 
this lockdown. The following were excerpts from some of their statements: 

“I am very tired of studying online. If I were minister of education”, 
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“1) I will give a free internet quota to students who are always actively studying online.” 
“2) I respond more to students’ questions or input.” 
“3) Trying to get students to make or understand material using games or other exciting things” (RKB) 

 
“While I was learning from home, I felt bored, bored, always imagining that this pandemic would be over 

quickly so that we students could learn face to face. If I become a minister, I will first obey my schedule to enter 

first, create a conducive learning space, and then give the material. I will ask what is not understandable from the 

material. If everyone understands, then I will provide the task in stages” (DPT). 

“Bored is one word that represents my feelings while studying at home. Not only am I every friend that I 
ask, they always say bored. Some things make them bored like me because I am the type of person who does not 
like to study at home, so I feel bored studying at home because I can’t meet with friends can’t joke and play with 
friends. When I became the minister of education, the most important thing or the thing I had to do was pay 
attention to each student whether they had facilities that had to be prepared and used. Moreover, not all students 
are not all parents of students can provide facilities, and what I do is so that students continue to study at home 
like making it easier for them to do assignments or collect questions, and talk to the school also to help and facilitate 
or provide facilities enough so that students can continue to do their work at home” (FA)  

 
They provided a simple solution, and they talked about “hopes and felling”. RKB thought that it is very 

tired of studying online. DPT mentioned that learning from home, felt bored, bored, and expected that this 
pandemic would be over quickly to learn face to face and FA thought that it felt bored studying at home because 
he can’t meet with friends can’t joke and play with friends. But, the other students have a different opinion about 
that. 

It can be seen that the students felt bored studying at home, and they hope that the Covid-19 pandemic 
will end soon so that they can return to studying at school. But some students also stated that they like studying at 
home and studying at home is also fun, but it is more fun learning at school, and a student wants to thank the 
teacher who has been patient teaching them from home. 
 

(d) Theme 4. Family and technological support. 
Then the student asked about their suggestion (for students, teachers, parents, and school authorities) to 

make learning from home better in the future. All of the students suggested their parents. They talked about “family 
and internet. Some of the student quotations were: 

 
“Hopefully, in the future, students are still enthusiastic about doing the assignments and don’t complain 

easily. For teachers, I hope in the future teachers do not to time corruption again. We need guidance from parents, 

so we hope that parents can support or guide us in carrying out learning from home in the future. For the school, 

I hope that the school will provide a quota because the economics of all students are not the same”. (DPT) 

“My suggestion to the students is that the students be more supportive in the sense that they are always 
ready when online. My suggestion for parents is to understand better the condition of what their children behave 
and what they look like. And last my suggestions for schools, the school must have more creative activities, so 
students who follow online learning don’t get bored”. (DC)  

 
“Teachers try to understand how students learn and respond more to students and try to make learning 

as interesting as possible, making materials into games, for example. For parents, to give more time to learn to 
their children and understand what children need. For schools, it’s a good idea to deliver prizes to students who 
are diligent in studying online such as the internet quota, because some of the students are lazy to study online 
because they do not have a quota because they do not have money to buy a quota. With the school making 
something like that can trigger students to study harder”. (RKB)  

 
“My advice to students is that each student prepares things that must be done or prepared while studying 

at home. Take as much time as possible to be more consistent in learning at home. My suggestion to the teacher 
is to be more intelligent or more creative in giving questions, so students do not get too bored working on the 
questions given. My advice for parents is to give their children plenty of free time to study at home. It does not 
mean that they leave their homework, but seeing this condition, the school does require students to study at home. 
Every parent must understand what is done by their child” (FA) 
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Some of the student obstacles while studying from home, they mentioned: 

 

“My obstacles while studying from home are Networks and other interests such as helping parents” (DPT) 

 

“The obstacles that I face while studying from home 1) Network that does not support, 2) lack of focus 

on learning because they are often asked to do homework” (RKB) 

 

“Parents who don’t trust their children. Because they think their children are addicted to using a gadget. 

And student need internet quota” (DC) 

 

“Until now, the obstacle that I experienced was not there in the sense that most shared by my friends, 

such as networks, quotas even those who do not have Android” (FA) 

 

DPT expected that guidance from parents as well, in the future parents can support or guide them in 

carrying out learning from home, and also expressed by DC that parents better understand the condition of what 

their children are and what they look like, on the same opinion RKB thought that parents could give more time to 

learn to their children and tried to understand what children need, FA expected that Every parent must understand 

what is done by their kids. 

 
Parents must understand, support, and guide their children while learning from home. In this research, 

students prefer to study in a real classroom. It is in line with Hanh (2005) investigating students’ and teachers’ 
preferences for 32 classroom activities and found that students preferred more traditional methods such as student-
centered classroom activities [5]. Junior et al. (2019) stated that students faced three barriers during online learning: 
technological barriers, individual barriers, and pedagogical barriers [6]. There were personal barriers such as lack 
of family and organizational support (Park and Choi, 2009) [7]. The limitation of this research was that signal is 
not good to affect the mood during the interview and not ask follow-up answers to dig deeper information from 
participants.  

 
CONCLUSIONS  

Data revealed that the experience of students in using online learning platform during the COVID-19 
lockdown in Indonesia could categorize into five themes, including (a) Prefer to study in a real classroom, (b) 
Creative teachers provide many learning strategies and are consistent, (c) Feeling bored and tired while studying 
online, (d) Family and technological support.  The experience of natural science senior high school students in 
using an online learning platform during the COVID-19 lockdown in Indonesia can be categorized into four 
themes, namely (a) Prefer to study in a real classroom, (b) Creative teachers provide many learning strategies and 
are consistent, (c) Feeling bored and tired while studying online, (d) Family and technological support.  The final 
suggestion for future studies is to provide the interview from the teachers and add more participants with different 
backgrounds so we can see the more profound insight into the study besides the students’ interview.  
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